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Ping-pong mechanism
To solve the steady-state rate equation for the proposed ping-pong mechanism, the steady-state concentrations of all enzyme species need to be solved. This is accomplished by using the determinant method (1) . Because of the relatively fast equilibrium between E ox and E ox~S these species are lumped yielding: d(E ox +E ox~S )/dt = - [ and 20 s −1 , K M is respectively 0.32 mM and 0.49 mM). The set of Lineweaver-Burke plots obtained in this way gives information on the kinetic mechanism that is operative. A set of parallel lines suggests that a pingpong mechanism is employed by the enzyme, however it is known that in certain cases a ternary complex mechanism yields the same result (2, 3) . For AldO a set of parallel lines was obtained and correlated to a ternary complex mechanism by simulating the Lineweaver-Burk plot according to the abovementioned equations. 
